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Abst ract - -Th is  paper deals with the diffraction of SH-waves by a finite Griffith crack located on a 
symmetric surface of an infinite transversely orthotropic medium. The Fourier transform technique [1] 
has been used to reduce the elastodynamic problem to the solution of a set of integral equations. 
These integral equations have been solved by using the finite Hilbert transform technique and Cook's 
result [2]. The stress intensity factor has been derived for low frequency vibration. (~) 1998 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the diffraction wave problems involving a single or more cracks in an isotropic 
medium have been solved by several authors including Lowengrub and Srivastava [3], Itou [4], Sri- 
vastava et al. [5], Das and Ghosh [6], and Sarkar et al. [7,8]. On the other hand, Shindo et al. [9] 
investigated the normal impact response of a finite Griffith crack in an orthotropic strip. In spite 
of this progress, we consider a problem which has received no attention. 
In this paper, we consider the diffraction of elastic SH-waves by a finite Griffith crack located 
on a symmetric surface of an infinite transversely orthotropic medium. The resulting mixed 
boundary value problem is reduced to a set of triple integral equations which are then solved 
by using the finite Hilbert transform method and Cook's result [2]. Finally, the stress intensity 
factor has been determined for a low frequency vibration. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider the interaction of a normally incident longitudinal wave with a Griffith crack 
situated in an orthotropic elastic medium. The crack is assumed to occupy the position Ixt _< 1, 
y = 0. Dimensionless components of displacement in x, y directions are assumed to be u, v, 
respectively, where u = u(x ,  y, t) and v = v (x ,  y, t).  The nonzero stress components auu and axu 
are given by 
cryy 
-- c12u,x -{- c22V,y , 
a66 
o'xy 
--- U,y "4- V,x, 
C66 
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where g11,c12,c22,c66 are elastic constants that can be described in terms of Young's moduli, 
Poisson's ratios, and shear moduli. The displacement equations of motion for orthotropic material 
are 
1 
CllUzz Jr U,yy Jr (1 + C12 ) V,zy -~- "~U,tt, (2.3) 
C 8 
1 
c22v,~ + v,x~ + (1 + c12) u,x~ = ~22v,u, (2.4) 
where c~ = (c~6/p) ~/2, p being the density of the material. In the isotropic solid, c8 represents the 
velocity of the shear wave. Substituting of u(x, y, t) = u(x, y)e -~  and v(x, y, t) = v(x, t)e -~  
in equations (2.3),(2.4) gives 
02U 02U . C~2V 
climax2 + ~ Jr (1 Jr ct2) ~ + k2u = 0, (2.5) 
02V Jr G92U 02U 
c22 by---- ~ ~ Jr (1 Jr c12) ~ Jr k2v = 0, (2.6) 
where k 2 = (w2/c2). 
We assume an SH-wave originating at y = c~ is incident normally on the crack. Assuming that 
the crack faces do not come into contact during vibrations, the boundary conditions are 
a=y(x, O) = -poe -~t ,  Ixl _ 1, (2.7) 
u(~, 0) = 0, Ixl > 1, (2.s) 
a~(x ,  O) = 0, Ix[ < c~. (2.9) 
Henceforth, the time factor e -iwt which is common to all field variables is omitted in the subse- 
quent sections. 
3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
The solutions of equations (2.5),(2.6) are taken as 
2 [Al(~)e - ' lu  + A2(~)e -~'u] sin~x d~, (3.1) u(x, y) = 
2 ~-1 [~e-' l~A~(~) + ~-" 'A~(~) ]  cos~ d~, (3.2) 
v(~, y) = 7 
where a~ = (Cll~ 2 - ks 2 - 7/2)/((1 + c12)9'~), A~(~), (i = 1, 2) are the unknowns to be determined. 
Quantities ~/2(i = 1, 2) are the positive roots of the equation 
c22'~ 4 Jr { (c122 + 2c12 - c11c22) ~2 Jr (1 + c22) k 2 } ~,2 Jr (¢11~2 _ k2) (~2 _ k2) = 0. (3.3) 
The stress components are given by 
a~(x ,  y) = 2 [~h (~) e-'~VAl(() + ~/2(~)e-"~A2({)] cos ~x d~, (3.4) 
c66 7r 
C66 7T 
where  ~(~)  = c12~ - (c22 /~) ,~ '~,  #~(~') = ,~ + ~,  i = 1,2.  
It follows from the boundary condition (2.9) that 
~71(~)A1 (~) (3.6) 
A2(~) = ~2(~) 
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Boundary condition (2.8), with the help of result (3.6), gives 
~o °° L(~)A1 (~) sin ~x d~ = 0, x > 1, (3.7) 
where L(~) = [7/2(~)- ~1(~)]/~2(~). Differentiating (3.7) gives 
fo CC~L(~)Al(~)cos~xd~ = 0, x > 1. (3.8) 
The solution of the integral equation (3.8) can be taken as 
1/01 L(~)AI(~) = ~-~ f(t) sin~t dt, (3.9) 
where ](t) is the unknown function to be determined. Substituting the value of AI(~) from (3.9) 
in (3.8) and using the following result from [10], 
fo sin~tcos~x ~ 2'  t>x ,  d~=[0, t<z, (3.10) 
it turns out that (3.8) is identically satisfied. 
gives 
where 
Boundary condition (2.7), with the aid of (3.9), 
~0 1 ~0C¢ ~" y(t) dt H(~) sinai sin~x d~ = ~Po 
2C66 ' 
0 < x < I, (3.11) 
H(~) = (c11~2 - k2) (c22~/i~'2 - k2) - a212~2'~1~2 
~1~2 (~1 "}-~2) 
(3.12) 
Now using the results 
f0 ¢ 1 t + x sin ~x sin ~t ~-ls in~tsin~xd~ = ~log i t_  x--"-'~ and ~2 _ foX fo t wvJo(~w)Jo(~v)dvdw 
equation (3.11) can be rewritten in the form 
~01 ~ ~0 1 ~Ox ~O t vwL(v,w) dw dv rpo f(t) log dt + 2 f(t) dt (x 2 S ¢d2) 1-'- '~2 (t-'-~ = v-2) 1/2 = 0C66' 
where 
HI(~)-- [~6~) -1]  "~0, 
O<z<l ,  
(3.13) 
as ~ ~ oo, (3.14) 
(¢22 -I- C12 -- CllC22) (c12Nlg2 - c11) - c22 [c12N?N 2 -{- Cll (N 2 + NIN2 -t- N2)]  
(1 + C12) NIN2 (N1 q- N2) 
2C22 C11C22 . . . .  , 
1{ } 
Nt -- ~ ~,1~,-~I~- 2~,~-  [(4~ + 2c~2- c,,c:~) ~ - 4c~22]"  , 
L(wo) = (Hl(()Jo((~o)&(~v) a(, 
and Jo(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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Next we use the contour integration technique similar to Sarkar et a/. [7,8]. The infinite integral 
for L(v, w) can be reduced into the following finite integrals for the small values of ks as 
[~0 1/cVr~" (C11. 2 -- 1)(C22~172 -- 1) -c  2 - - L(v,w) = - ik  2 ½~"~2 (--~1:1_'-~ 12~f1~/2 J0 (ks.?))/'/(1) (ks.oJ) d. 
-[- (C11. 2 -- 1) (C22'~22 "4- 1) -~- C12'~ 2 Jo (k..v) H(o 1) (k..w)d. 
/~4~ ~2 (~ + -h 2) 
OJ ~> V, 
(3.17) 
where 
71 : [I{Xl-(X2-dx2)l/2}] 1/2, 
72 : [l{xl_l_(X2 4X2)1/2}]1/2, (3.18a) 
~[1: [1{-X1-I-(X2-F4J(3)1/2}] I/2, 
~f2.~ [I{xI_I_(X2 {_4X3)1/2}]1/2, (3.18b) 
Xl = 1 { (C122 -'l- 2C12 -- C11¢22 ) .2 -l" (I + c22) }, (3.18c) 
C22 
) _ _  _ _ .2  , 
C22 (3.18d) 
(1_ 
The corresponding expression for L(v,w) when w < v follows from (3.17) by interchanging w 
and v. Employing the series expansions for the Bessel function J0 and the Hankel function H a 
in equation (3.17) yields 
L(v,w) = "~ pk210g k. +0 (k2), (3.19) 
where 
1 [fo 1/c4"~ (c11. 2 -  1) (c2271~2 - 1) - c22~'172 dn 
P = ~ 7172 (71 "~" 72) L-- 
"l- ,~I 1/CV"~" (C11"2 -- 1) (C22~f2 "~- 1) "~- C12~22 ] ~ / 2  (~12 -{- ~f2) d . .  
(3.20) 
We next expand .f(t) in the form 
f(t) = fo(t) + k~ log k, fl(t) + 0 (k~). 
Putting the above expansion of f(t) and the value of L(v,w) given by (3.20) in equation (3.13) 
and equating the coefficients of like powers of ks, we obtain 
j•O 1 t + X ZPO 0 < X < I, (3.21) fo(t) log ~ dt = Ocee' 
fo 1 t+.  4p. fol f l ( t ) l °g~-x ldt  + Ir tfo(t)dt = O, 0 < x < 1. (3.22) 
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Using Cook's result [2], 
~01 , t + x 
log i~_ xlg(t )dt = rf(x), 0<x<l ,  
so that  
g( t )  = 
2 t f l  X/1 - x 2 fffx~ 
~ Xv~ " '~ 2 Jo X2 T~ . , , dx + 
Equat ions (3.23) and (3.24) then lead to 
2 / (o )  
7r tvq" -- t 2 
fo ( t )  - - -  
f l ( t )  = 
2p0 1 
O~6t  lv/-f-~_t2' 
8poP t 
~2C66 V /~- '~"  
The stress intensity factor can be calculated as 
K l  = lim V~ - lax~(x,O) 
x--~l+ 
: - -2po  [1 -  4Pk2 log ks] + 0 (k~) 
71. 2 .-s 
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